Iowa State Fair Trivia

Iowa raises a lot of livestock and every year at the Iowa State Fair, those breeds of production livestock, along with breeds and species from all over the world are honored at the incredibly popular Avenue of Breeds. The Iowa Agriculture Literacy Foundation has created a trivia quiz on breeds and production agriculture in Iowa.

**Eligibility:** The trivia quiz is open to anyone!

**Timeline:** The trivia quiz will accept entries between August 13th and August 23rd. The winner will be announced the week of the 23rd.

**Prize:** Everyone who enters their email address and gets a perfect score on the quiz will be entered to win a $50 Amazon gift card.

**Guidelines:** There are 25 multiple choice questions about animal breeds and Iowa livestock production. The quiz will let you see your answers and feedback, so you can see what you missed and learn additional facts about livestock. You may take the quiz as many times as you want. We encourage you to do this activity as a family!

**Link:** [https://forms.gle/NwJpCfqz3qJgNUk57](https://forms.gle/NwJpCfqz3qJgNUk57)